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Student Council Plans to Hold Dances After Each Game

PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
LAUIDED FOR INCREASE IN CHEERING

At the last meeting of the student council it was decided that a dance be held after each basketball game in a dormitory annex. The first one will be held in the near future. These are to be held to help work up some spirit for a winning team. There has been a decided improvement in the cheering section at the last games due to efforts of Dr. Swanum and his publicity committee.

Reports of the various committees were given on the program, thus far relative to the various projects undertaken by them. The meeting was held at the home of Deon and Mrs. Ronk, who entertained them with a Christmas luncheon. The meeting adjourned with a New Year's resolution to do "bigger and better things for the university and student body for the coming season".

PROFS ACTIVE AT SCIENCE MEET

Dr. E. D. Dickerman, professor of biology, and Mr. Moosely, professor emeritus, contributed towards the program at the meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science at Indianapolis last week. Mr. Moosely delivered two papers, and Dr. Dickerman demonstrated the results of his researches on trematodes found in Lake Erie snails. Dr. C. H. Otto, Dr. Slater, and Mr. Singer also attended the meeting, and remained for the Association of University Professors' meeting on Friday. Dr. Ogg was one of those present at this meeting.

M. E. Church Presents "Life of Christ"

A motion picture, with unusually good musical accompaniment, portraying the "Life of Christ" will be shown in the Methodist Episcopal Church, Monday evening, January 10th, at 7:30. This picture was actually filmed in Egypt, Europe, and the Holy Land, and comes to our city highly recommended for its historic and inspirational value. University students are urged to see this remarkable picture.

UNDECIDED

VARSITY CLUB MEETING

Kappa Mu's Party

Twenty faculty and student members of the Kappa Mu Epsilon organization will attend the annual meeting of the Kappa Mu Epsilon, to be held at the home of Dr. and Mrs. T. D. H. May, January 10th. The members of the cast and management of the play are given an award. The leading lady is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. L. G. May. The play is to be an annual affair.

SKOL'S SPONSOR ALL-CAMPUS DRAG

The Skol society is sponsoring the first of the after-vacation all-campus dances Friday, January 6th, at 8:30 P.M. The committee in charge is composed of 1500 men and women college students, individualistic in race or color, and from all parts of the country, including several foreign countries.

Those who represented the Bowling Green Technical School were: Y. M. C. A. were Dick Moogey, Carl Koch, John Williamson, and Robert Carmichael. The assembly committee met to discuss and think over problems relating to campus life, world affairs, and social being. Eleven commissions with panel and planning discussions and activities were organized under these heads. Each student chosen the commission he was most interested in, and helped to develop and analyze the problem in the light of present day affairs. The evening was devoted to fun speeches and impressive worship service. Among the scholars- and inspirational speakers were: T. Z. Keo, China; Dr. Van Dusen, president of Union Theological Seminary, New York City; and Howard Thurman, Dean at Harvard University. Each student seemed to come away with the feeling that the work has been most profitably spent and that he had greatly enriched himself through his attendance.

A talk will be given at the meeting of the Y. M. C. A. this evening by Dr. Ogg, who is expected to do his usual good job, and will show most interesting. Every member is urged to come.

QUEEN'S PAGEANT

The University, organization of lettermen who are interested in the promotion of athletics as an integral part of an institution of learning, entertained the members of the university football squad, the Freshman football team, and the crowning jewel of the evening, Mr. E. G. O. Offenbauer, who gave short talks. They assured the audience that they are confident that they as the administration are firmly back of athletics and of the team. They also said that they can contribute to the success of athletics in Bowling Green State University.

Coach Paul Landis, presented letters to the "东方" country team: Al Siekere, Art Shanley, Bob Lee, and Ralph Cox. He then presented numerical awards to the award winners of the Freshman football squad. The results of the awards were: Adi Eonneau, Bob Smith, Tom Sma, Tom Williams, Steve Brudzinski, Bill Woodward, Bob Kratzer, Dale Good, Ron Hahn, Byroo Seiter, Carleton Riddle, Jerry Monisteri, Bob Barnett, Jack Dunn, Scott G. Yogenoff, Ralph Foster, Darrell Gatchell, Harry Hicks, John Kotten, Ralph Ogler, Gil Seidell, Dwight Tedder, and Bill Warren.

Coach Harry O'Connell presented varsity sweaters to those (Continued on page 4, col. 2)

M.I.A. IS HOST TO 1500 STUDENTS

With the $14,000 pipe organ completely installed and tuned the auditorium is rapidly nearing completion. It will be completed by Feb. 1, according to Mr. Ronk, superintendent of buildings and grounds. The seats are being put in now.

The Recreation Room is practically complete except for electrical equipment and some minor painting.

The Organ has 31,000 pipes ranging in size from metal tubes no larger than a lead pencil to large pipes eighteen feet long, and is for regular functions, concerts, and occasional recitals.

Twenty-five men were presented the brown sweaters with the distinctive "B. G. S. U." on them. The warmers were: Ted Grignon, Ed. Munsell, Bob Smith, Tom Sma, Tom Williams, Steve Brudzinski, Bill Woodward, Bob Kratzer, Dale Good, Ron Hahn, Byroo Seiter, Carleton Riddle, Jerry Monisteri, Bob Barnett, Jack Dunn, Scott G. Yogenoff, Ralph Foster, Darrell Gatchell, Harry Hicks, John Kotten, Ralph Ogler, Gil Seidell, Dwight Tedder, and Bill Warren.

Coach Harry O'Connell presented varsity sweaters to those students... (Continued on page 4, col. 2)

Hagemeyer and Short Lead Cast in "Spring Dance," to be Presented Feb. 3

"Spring Dance," an amusing, collegiate comedy, will be presented Thursday evening, Feb. 3, in the auditorium. The first dramatic production of the new auditorium. Dr. Lorraine Trauman, the director of the play, introduced the company of the play in which all participating were followed by refreshments.

Kappa Mu Party

Kappa Mu's party, which comes of every student who has been learning their lines during the vacation. "Spring Dance" was written by Philip Barry. The light, clever dialogue is an outstanding feature of the comedy. Most of the action of the play takes place in one huge stage area in the house of a New York society man.

The production is definitely collaborative because each of the B. G. S. U. students in the play acts the part of a college student.
Develop The Liberal Viewpoint

We hear said as often here on the campus: "He is all wrong." If not this phrase it is the doubling of a warning word.

While it is necessary to take sides on many questions, probably most of us are too prone to brand any issue right or wrong.

It is very probable most of us have not developed a scientific attitude toward reasoning.

As a rule we are usually tempted to view any subject only in the light which it affects us. Even within this greedy little range of vision we never take the time to diagnose a problem closely. Our ideas are gained by hearing another prompted by some chance idea that we feel will make them sound well. If course, we try them on ourselves and close friends who have relatively the same attitudes. When they agree we feel quite satisfied with our decisions. Never once do we consider how the problem might be viewed by those under different circumstances who might have an entirely different perspective of the question. Not often do we realize wherein issues will not lead to decisions which make for the betterment of the common good. So by false planks we build a platform upon which opinions and decisions are founded.

The point of the discussion in this: Let us develop an appreciation of, and respect for opposing ideas.

Let us not brand either a man or a policy wrong just because it is in opposition to our ideas. Rather let us challenge our method of reasoning; as well as his; thereby attempting to get only facts and their relative significance. Remember that our method of reasoning, as well as his; thereby attempting to

The auditorium is nearing completion—the dormitories will be

With Key pictures being taken around the campus after this round of the winter season. Results of the election will serve as a basis for future programs of the Club. The first program of this nature was held on Dec. 15th. It consisted of the following numbers: "The Masquerader," presented Toward Dust" by Jane Stup. "Compositions Beginners" by John Heminger and Irvis Rieush Adventure. On Wednesday night, Jan. 5, the first meeting of the new year, will be held in the Frac
tional Arts building at 7:00 p.m.; nominations for new officers will be heard. The program will consist of two entertainment numbers. The first program of this nature was lost. On Thursday, January 6—
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SPORTS SHAVINGS

While most journals are ver-
only suitable for the boy who
is interested in the boy who
is interested in his teams in
the spring. Other than
that and a good start in
basketball, we'll admit there
isn't much
in the spring. Other than
grand round for Falcon football.

B. G. has the brightest in years, while if the
football team is put together
had the most of this year's athletes
and students. Here it is,

"BIG ZOCK" LEADS
FALCON SCORERS

"Big Jim" Zechman, B. G.'s
big among the high scorers of the
state, was leading his team
in scoring in two tournaments
talled in four games. The mam-
moth forward hooped the car-
d Chalmers of Northern and Defiance, 13 at
Detroit Tech, and in a 754 game
he was used against Gif-
f. Bill Cooper, Falcon center,
was second in scoring with a
total of 24.

The list is a list of the six other
high men on the orange and
brown squad: Harold Conrad
Richard Wilke
"Duff" Madaras
Pat Cordisco
Harold Bishop
Pete Pick

CLINGMAN WINS STATIONERY

Iza Clingman won the B. G.
News Basketball Contest and a
major in the College of Education.

The final combat in the singles
was nullified and given to the
Bullets over Zechman's Zippers
night's games are:

Jan. 7—Mt. Union
Jan. 15—Hiram
Jan. 29—Otterbein, here
Feb. 2—Bluffton
Feb. 5—Capital, there
Feb. 11—Wittenberg
Feb. 16—Heidelberg
Feb. 24—Findlay
Feb. 22—Miami
Feb. 24—Findlay

1937-38 BASKETBALL
SCHEDULE

Jan. 3—Hiram, there
Jan. 13—Heidelberg, there
Jan. 15—Hiram
Jan. 22—Ashtabula, there
Jan. 28—Ashtabula, there
Feb. 2—Bluffton
Feb. 5—Ohio Northern, there
Feb. 11—Wittenberg
Feb. 16—Heidelberg
Feb. 21—Miami
Feb. 24—Findlay

Intramural League
Standings

LUNCH
South Main

For a HOT PLATE LUNCH
A MALTED MILK or
A HOT TOASTED SANDWICH

Baron, Frontz, Gerstner, New MPs in Intramurals

Bill Gerstner and John Frontz
were crowned as the new double champs of the campus after they had set down Nic
Curran and Ernani Long in the final match of the tournement.

The final combat in the singles division has yet to be played with Vann and Smith the final
survivors.

Bob Baron won cham-

pionship honors in the ping-
pong singles when he disposed
of Ben Michals Monday in a
hard fought finals match.

Both Michals and the team
of Fronts and Gerstner was
picked to win their crown by
the News at the start of the
tournaments. The intramural
department awarded medals to
winners and runners-up.

TUC ON
HOT FUDGE SUNDACE
with homemade vanilla cream
ANOTHER CONFECTIONERY
N. Main

A Complete Service
Home, Laundry and
Dependable Dry Cleaners
166 W. Main St.
(Continued on page 4, col. 4)

Try our
DEER STEAK
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from class B schools. Now I have noticed a number of players coming from class A high schools but not as many as a college the size and prestige of B. G. U. merit. I have heard and have observed myself that athletes at bowling Green are really not encouraged in whatever they take part. In fact, it may seem that they are only tolerated.

I have had chances to send several good boys to B. G. U. but they declined with excuses that all athletes to B. U. G. but can't exactly explain them for not going under those circumstances.

Anyway, here's to a successful year in sports.

Yours,

An interested alumna

P. S. Are the Falcons going to take another Steve Brodie as they have done in past cage seas

See Geo Over Mt. Union

You know you are as good as ours, but we're picking the Fal

See Geo Over Mt. Union Friday.
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Where friends were found;

Old Main Street

With memories sweet;
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